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Abstract

The limited receptive area (LIRA) neural classifier is proposed for texture recognition of mechanically treated metal surfaces. It may be

applied in systems that have to recognize position and orientation of complex work pieces during micromechanical device assembly as

well as in surface quality inspection systems. The performance of the proposed classifier was tested on a specially created image database

with four texture types corresponding to metal surfaces after milling, polishing with sandpaper, turning with lathe and polishing with file.

The promising recognition rate of 99.8% was obtained.

r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The main approaches to microdevice production are the
technology of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
[14,20] and microequipment technology (MET) [1,5,8,16].
To get the best of these technologies, it is important to have
advanced image recognition systems because feedback
based on computer vision can be used to increase the
precision and quality of the microcomponent manufactur-
ing [8] and microassembly [1] without considerable increase
in the cost of equipment.

Texture recognition systems are widely used for industrial
inspection in cases when the texture of a surface defines its
quality and therefore affects the durability of the product, for
example, in textile industry for inspection of fabric [4], in
electronic industry for inspection of the surfaces of magnetic
disks [6], etc. Texture recognition is also used when it is

necessary to distinguish automatically different types of
textures, for example, in decorative and construction industry
for classification of polished granite and ceramic titles [18].
Numerous approaches have been developed to solve

the texture recognition problem. Many statistical texture
descriptors are based on generation of co-occurrence
matrices. In Ref. [6], the texture co-occurrence of the nth
rank was proposed. The matrix contains statistics of the
pixel under investigation and its surrounding. The authors
of Ref. [18] proposed the coordinated cluster representa-
tion (CCR) as a technique for texture feature extraction.
The underlying principle of the CCR is to extract spatial
correlation between pixel intensities using the distribution
function of the occurrence of texture units. Experiments
with one-layer texture classifier in the CCR feature space
proved this approach to be effective. Representative
texture elements (textons) for texture description and
recognition were proposed in Ref. [13]. The vocabulary
of textons corresponds to the characteristic features of the
image. Several publications describe application of neural
networks to texture recognition problem [15,21].
In this paper, we propose a texture recognition system

based on the limited receptive area (LIRA) [1] neural
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classifier for recognition of mechanically treated metal
surfaces. The proposed texture recognition system may be
applied in systems that have to recognize position and
orientation of complex work pieces in the task of assembly
of micromechanical devices as well as in surface quality
inspection systems. Four types of metal surfaces after
mechanical treatment were used to test the texture
recognition system.

Different lighting conditions and viewing angles affect
the grayscale properties of an image due to such effects as
shading, shadowing, local occlusions, etc. The real images
of metal surfaces obtained in industrial applications have
all these problems. Moreover, industrial environments pose
some additional problems. For example, a metal surface
can have dust on it.

The reason to choose a system based on neural network
architecture for the problem at hand was that such systems
have already proved their efficacy in texture recognition
due to significant properties of adaptability and robustness
to texture variety [7].

We have chosen LIRA neural classifier because we have
already applied it in the flat image recognition problem in
microdevice assembly with good results [1]. LIRA has been
successfully used in the task of handwritten digit recogni-
tion and in the task of shape recognition of microcompo-
nents [10]. LIRA neural classifier was developed as a
multipurpose classifier for image recognition problems and
its high efficiency inspires us to apply it in different tasks
including micromechanics.

2. Metal surface texture recognition

Texture recognition of metal surfaces provides an
important tool for automation of micromechanical device
assembly [8]. The assembly process requires recognition of
the position and orientation of the components to be
assembled [1]. It is useful to identify the surface texture of a
component to recognize its position and orientation. For
example, a shaft may have two polished cylinder surfaces
for bearings, one of them milled with grooves for a dowel
joint, and another surface turned with the lathe. It is easier
to obtain the orientation of the shaft if both types of the
surface textures can be recognized automatically.

There are several existing publications on fast detection
and classification of defects of mechanically treated metal
surfaces [15,21]. A method for surface inspection of rolling
bearing metal rings based on a backpropagation neural
network is proposed in Ref. [15]. In Ref. [21], a genetic
algorithm-based approach for detection and quantitative
evaluation of minor flaws of metal surfaces of a multi-plate
clutch is proposed. Both methods require preprocessing of
the initial images of metal surfaces. A brightness histogram
serves as an input to the neural network in Ref. [15].
A model-based matching technique is used in Ref. [21] and
the correlation between the initial image and the surface-
strip model is used as a fitness function for the genetic
algorithm.

The only work on texture classification of mechanically
treated metal surfaces known to us is Ref. [3]. The authors
propose to use a vibration-induced tactile sensor that they
call dynamic touch sensor (DTS) in combination with one-
layer Rosenblatt perceptron [17]. The DTS produces
signals based on the vibration induced by a sensor needle
sliding across a metal surface with fixed velocity and
pressure. The motion path of the sensor is an arc of
approximately 1001. Such motion path permits to capture
information about surface in two dimensions in one sweep;
however, the system is very sensitive to the changes in
texture position and orientation. Spectral energy of the
sensor was used as an input to the neural classifier. Metal
surfaces were characterized by two characteristics: surface
type and surface roughness. Surface roughness is a measure
of the average height of the surface irregularities given in
microinches. Six types of surfaces and six values of surface
roughness were used in testing. Obtained recognition rate
varied from 74.16% in recognition of two types of metal
surfaces with roughness of 8microinches to 100% in
recognition of three types of metal surfaces with roughness
of 250microinches. In our experiments we achieved the
recognition rate of 99.8% in recognition of four types of
metal surfaces with roughness of the order of 1microinch.
In addition, our approach does not require a complex
mechanical sensor and is robust to changes in texture
position and orientation.
To test our texture recognition system, we created our

own image database of metal surface images. Four texture
classes correspond to metal surfaces after milling, polishing
with sandpaper, turning with lathe and polishing with file
(Fig. 1). Twenty grayscale images with resolution of
220� 220 pixels were taken for each class. We randomly
divided these 20 images into the training and validation
sets. Fig. 1 illustrates the fact that different lighting
conditions greatly affect the grayscale properties of images.
The textures may also be arbitrarily oriented and not
centered perfectly. Metal surfaces may have minor defects
and be covered with dust. All these image properties
correspond to the conditions of a real industrial environ-
ment and make the texture recognition task more
complicated. Two out of four texture classes that
correspond to polishing with sandpaper and polishing with
file sometimes can be hardly distinguished with the naked
eye (Fig. 1, columns b and d).
Our initial experiments with this image database

involved a texture recognition system based on the random
subspace (RSC) neural classifier. Results of the experi-
ments were presented in Ref. [2]. The best recognition rate
of 80% was obtained in recognition of three classes of
metal surfaces—the class that corresponds to a metal
surface after polishing with file was excluded because of its
similarity with the class that corresponds to a metal surface
after polishing with sandpaper. The number of images in
training and validation sets were 3 and 17, respectively.
The LIRA-based texture recognition system presented

in this paper gives the recognition rate of 84.42% in
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recognition of four classes of metal surfaces with only two
images in training set and 18 images in the validation set,
clearly demonstrating its superiority over the RSC
classifier.

3. LIRA neural classifier

LIRA [1] neural classifier was developed on the basis of
the Rosenblatt perceptron [17]. The three-layer Rosenblatt
perceptron consists of the sensor S-layer, associative
A-layer and the reaction R-layer. The first S-layer
corresponds to the retina. In technical terms it corresponds
to the input image. The second A-layer corresponds to the
feature extraction subsystem. The third R-layer represents
the system’s output. Each neuron of this layer corresponds
to one of the output classes.

The associative layer A is connected to the sensor layer S

with randomly selected, non-trainable connections. The
weights of these connections can be equal either to 1
(positive connection) or to �1 (negative connection). The set
of these connections can be considered as a feature extractor.

A-layer consists of two-state neurons; their outputs can
be equal either to 1 (active state) or to 0 (non-active state).
Each neuron of the A-layer is connected to all the neurons
of the R-layer. The weights of these connections are
modified during the perceptron training.

We have made four major modifications in the original
perceptron structure. These modifications concern random
procedure of arrangement of the S-layer connections, the
adaptation of the classifier to grayscale image recognition,
the training procedure and the rule of winner selection.

We propose two variants of the LIRA neural classifier:
LIRA_binary and LIRA_grayscale. LIRA_binary is de-
signed for the recognition of binary (black and white)
images and LIRA_grayscale for the recognition of
grayscale images. The structure of the LIRA_binary neural
classifier is presented in Fig. 2 and the structure of the
LIRA_grayscale in Fig. 3.
The three-layer perceptron has very good convergence,

but it demands the linear separability of the classes in
the parametric space. To obtain linear separability, it is
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Fig. 1. Examples of metal surfaces after (columns): (a) milling, (b) polishing with sandpaper, (c) turning with lathe, and (d) polishing with file.

Fig. 2. Structure of the LIRA_binary neural classifier.
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necessary to transform initial parametric space represented
by pixel brightness to a parametric space of larger
dimension. In our case, the connections between the
S-layer and the A-layer transform initial (WS�HS)-D
space (WS and HS stand for width and height of the
S-layer) into N-dimension space represented by binary
code vector. In our experiments, WS ¼ HS ¼ 220 and N

varied from 64,000 to 512,000. Such transformation
improves linear separability.

3.1. Image coding

Each input image defines activities of the A-layer
neurons in one-to-one correspondence. The binary vector
that corresponds to the associative neuron activities is
termed the image binary code A ¼ (a1, y, aN), where N is
the number of the A-layer neurons. The procedure that
transforms an input image into corresponding binary
vector A is termed the image coding.

We connect each A-layer neuron to S-layer neurons
randomly selected not from the entire S-layer, but from a
window h� w that is located in the S-layer (Fig. 2).

The distances dx and dy are random numbers selected
from the ranges: dx from [0,WS�w] and dy from
[0,HS�h]. We create the associative neuron masks that
represent the positions of connections of each A-layer
neuron with neurons of the window h� w. The procedure
of random selection of connections is used to design the
mask of A-layer neurons. This procedure starts with the
selection of the upper left corner of the window h� w in
which all connections of the associative neuron are located.

The following formulas are used:

dxi ¼ randomiðW S � wÞ,

dyi ¼ randomiðHS � hÞ,

where i is the position of a neuron in associative layer A,
randomi(z) is a random number that is uniformly
distributed in the range [0, z]. After that position of each
connection within the window h� w is defined by the pair
of numbers:

xij ¼ randomijðwÞ,

yij ¼ randomijðhÞ,

where j is the number of the connection with the S-layer.
Absolute coordinates of a connection to the S-layer are

defined as

X ij ¼ xij þ dxi,

Y ij ¼ yij þ dyi.

Random weight assignment assures good description of
an image without prior knowledge about the image
content. Large total number of random features assures
that there will be a sufficient number of significant features
that will allow separation of classes for each particular
class of images. Features that do not provide useful
information for separation of classes will not obtain
significant weights during training.
In case of the LIRA_binary neural classifier, A-layer

neurons are connected to S-layer neurons directly (Fig. 2).
In this case, S-layer consists of two-state neurons; their
outputs can be equal either to 1 (active state) or to 0 (non-
active state). The weights of connections between the
S-layer and the A-layer are randomly selected and are
equal either to 1 (positive connection) or to �1 (negative
connection). For example, in Fig. 2, four connections, two
positive (marked with arrows) and two negative (marked
with circles), are chosen within the window h� w. The ith
neuron of the A-layer is active (ai ¼ 1) only if all the
positive connections with S-layer correspond to active
neurons of the S-layer and all negative connections
correspond to non-active neurons and is non-active
(ai ¼ 0) in the opposite case.
To adapt the LIRA neural classifier for grayscale image

recognition, we have added an additional two-state neuron
layer between the S-layer and the A-layer. We term it the
I-layer (intermediate layer). The structure of the LIRA_
grayscale neural classifier is presented in Fig. 3.
The input of each I-layer neuron is connected to one

neuron of the S-layer and the output is connected to the
input of one neuron of the A-layer. All the I-layer neurons
connected to one A-layer neuron form the group of this
A-layer neuron. The number of neurons in one group
corresponds to the number of positive and negative
connections between one neuron of the A-layer and the
retina in the LIRA_binary structure. There are two types of
I-layer neurons: ON-neurons and OFF-neurons. The
output of an ON-neuron i is equal to 1 if its input value
is larger than the threshold yi and is equal to 0 in the
opposite case. The output of an OFF-neuron j is equal to 1
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Fig. 3. Structure of the LIRA_grayscale neural classifier.
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if its input value is smaller than the threshold yj and is
equal to 0 in the opposite case. The number of ON-neurons
in each group corresponds to the number of the positive
connections of one A-layer neuron in the LIRA_binary
structure. The number of OFF-neurons in each group
corresponds to the number of the negative connections.
For example, in Fig. 3, the group of eight I-layer neurons,
four ON-neurons and four OFF-neurons, corresponds to
one A-layer neuron. The formulas for setting connections
between the S-layer and a group on the I-layer are the same
as the formulas of mask design for one A-layer neuron in
the LIRA_binary structure. The thresholds yi and yj are
selected randomly from the range [0, bmax], where bmax is
maximal brightness of the image pixels. The ith neuron of
the A-layer is active (ai ¼ 1) only if outputs of all the
neurons of its I-layer group are equal to 1 and is non-active
(ai ¼ 0) in the opposite case.

Taking into account small number of neurons that
can be active at the same time, it is convenient to repre-
sent the binary code vector not explicitly but as a set of
indexes of active neurons. Let, for example, the vector
A be A ¼ 00010000100000010000: The corresponding set
of the indexes will be {4, 9, 16}. Such compact representa-
tion of code vector permits faster calculations in the
training procedure. After execution of the coding proce-
dure, every image has an associated set of active neurons
indexes.

The LIRA_binary neural classifier can potentially be
used for the recognition of grayscale images after
transforming them into a binary form, for example, by
the following procedure:

y ¼

2
PW S

i¼1

PHS

j¼1

bij

W S �HS

,

sij ¼
1 if bij4y;

0 if bijpy;

(

where y is the threshold value, bij is the brightness of the
grayscale image pixel with coordinates (i, j), sij is the
brightness of the resulting binary image pixel with
coordinates (i, j). However, experiments performed on the
MNIST grayscale image database [1] have shown that the
recognition rate obtained with the LIRA_grayscale neural
classifier on original grayscale images was better than the
one obtained with the LIRA_binary neural classifier on the
transformed binary images. This fact justifies utilization of
LIRA_grayscale on the grayscale image database of
surface textures.

An image recognition system that could potentially be
applied to texture recognition and was based on an
approach somewhat similar to LIRA was proposed in
Ref. [11]. The original images were also presented directly
to the input of the neural classifier. The feature extraction
subsystem was based on several layers, each composed of
groups of units arranged as independent feature maps.

Each feature map performed a nonlinear subsampled
convolution with the kernel of a fixed size. The funda-
mental difference between the system in Ref. [11] and the
LIRA neural classifier is that in former classifier all the
connections are adaptive although heavily constrained.
The feature extraction subsystem is to be trained on every
particular database. In the latter classifier, only connec-
tions between the layers A and R are trainable and
generality of feature extraction is achieved through the
large number of random features.

3.2. Training procedure

The training procedure is identical both for LIRA_bin-
ary and LIRA_grayscale neural classifiers. Prior to
training, the weights of all connections between neurons
of the A-layer and the R-layer are set to 0. Then training is
performed using the following algorithm:

Step 1. Present an image to the LIRA neural classifier.
The image is coded and the R-layer neuron excitations Ei

are computed. Ei is defined as

Ei ¼
XN

j¼1

aj � wji;

where Ei is the excitation of the ith neuron of the R-layer, aj

is the output signal (0 or 1) of the jth neuron of the A-layer,
wji is the weight of the connection between the jth neuron
of the A-layer and the ith neuron of the R-layer.

Step 2. Robustness of the recognition is one of the
important requirements the classifier must satisfy. After
calculation of the neuron excitations of the R-layer, the
correct class c of the image under recognition is read. The
excitation Ec of the corresponding neuron of the R-layer is
recalculated according to the formula:

E�c ¼ Ec � ð1� TEÞ,

where 0pTEp1 determines the reserve of excitation the
neuron that corresponds to the correct class must have. In
our experiments, the value TE varied from 0.1 to 0.5.
Next, the neuron with the largest excitation is selected.

This winner neuron represents the recognized class.
Step 3. Let us denote the winner neuron number as j

keeping the number of the neuron that corresponds to the
correct class denoted as c. If j ¼ c, then no modification of
weights is to be done. If j 6¼c, then following modification of
weights is performed:

wicðtþ 1Þ ¼ wicðtÞ þ ai,

wijðtþ 1Þ ¼ wijðtÞ � ai,

where wij(t) and wij(t+1) are the weights of the connection
between the ith neuron of the A-layer and the jth neuron of
the R-layer before and after modification, ai is the output
signal (0 or 1) of the ith neuron of the A-layer.
The training process is carried out iteratively. After all,

the images from the training set have been presented the
total number of training errors is calculated. If this number
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is larger than 1% of the total number of images then the
next training cycle is performed, otherwise training process
is stopped. The training process is also stopped if the
number of performed training cycles is larger than a
predetermined value.

It is obvious that in every new training cycle the image
coding procedure is repeated with the same results as in
previous cycles. Therefore, in our experiments we per-
formed the coding procedure only once and saved the sets
of active neuron numbers for each image on the hard drive.
During the training procedure, we used not the images, but
the corresponding sets of active neurons. This approach
accelerated the training process approximately by an order
of magnitude.

According to Refs. [9,12], performance of a recognition
system can be improved with implementation of distortions
of input images during training [12] and recognition [9].
The decision whether to use distortions and selection of a
particular type of distortions depends on specificity of the
image database and available computational resources.
In our experiments we used different combinations of
horizontal, vertical and bias image translations, skewing
and rotation. Since the images in our database are not
centered perfectly, image translations resulted more ad-
vantageous than skewing and rotation. On the other hand,
the use of image translations together with skewing and/or
rotation resulted not in the higher recognition rate but in
the redundant increase of the training set and correspond-
ing increase in computational burden. We have not used
scaling or squeezing distortions because all the images in
the database are of the same scale.

3.3. Recognition procedure

Similar to the training procedure, the recognition
procedure is identical both for LIRA_binary and LIRA_
grayscale classifiers. Image distortions have been used
both for training and recognition. There is an essential
difference between implementation of distortions for
training and recognition. In the training process, each
distortion of the initial image is considered as an
independent new image. In the recognition process, it is
necessary to introduce a decision-making rule in order to
be able to make a decision about a class of the image under
recognition based on both the image itself and all of its
distortions. Decision-making rule that we have used
consists in calculation of the R-layer neuron excitations
for all the distortions sequentially:

Ei ¼
Xd

k¼0

XN

j¼1

akj � wji,

where Ei is the excitation of the ith neuron of the R-layer,
akj is the output signal (0 or 1) of the jth neuron of the
A-layer for the kth distortion of the initial image, wji is
the weight of the connection between the jth neuron of
the A-layer and the ith neuron of the R-layer, d is the

number of applied distortions (case k ¼ 0 corresponds to
the initial image).
The neuron with the largest excitation (winner neuron)

represents the recognized class.

4. Results

Testing was performed on the grayscale image data-
base described in Section 2. The database contained four
texture classes that corresponded to metal surfaces after
milling, polishing with sandpaper, turning with lathe and
polishing with file. Images in the database were randomly
divided into the training and validation sets. The number
of images in training set varied from 2 to 10. All
experiments were performed on the computer equipped
with AMD Athlon 64 X2 4400+ dual core processor and
2.00GB of RAM.
Parameters of the LIRA neural classifier should be tuned

experimentally for specific characteristics of a given set of
images; therefore, the first round of experiments was
conducted to find appropriate parameter values. The most
common approaches to parameter tuning include division
of the database into train, test and validation sets and
cross-validation techniques. In our experiments, we used
holdout cross-validation, i.e. the validation set for each
class was chosen randomly from the database and the rest
of the database was used for training. In each experiment
we performed 50 runs of the holdout cross-validation to
obtain statistically reliable results. New mask of connec-
tions between the S-layer and the A-layer and new division
into the training and validation sets were created for each
run. The following statistics were calculated for the
obtained sample of 50 error numbers: mean, standard
deviation and 95% confidence interval for the mean [19].
Mean recognition rate was calculated based on the mean
number of errors for one run and the total number of
images in the validation set for one run. Total number of
images in the validation set for one run is equal to the
number of images in the validation set for each class
multiplied by the number of classes (four).
The first round of experiments established the following

parameter values: window h� w width w ¼ 10, height
h ¼ 10, reserve of excitation TE ¼ 0.3. The following
distortions were chosen: eight distortions for training
including 71 pixel horizontal, vertical and bias image
translations and four distortions for recognition including
71 pixel horizontal and vertical image translations. The
number of training cycles was equal to 30.
The numbers of ON-neurons and OFF-neurons in the

I-layer neuron group that corresponded to one A-layer
neuron were chosen such that the ratio between the number
of active neurons K and the total number of associative
neurons N remains within the limits of K ¼ c

ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p

, where c

is the constant selected experimentally from the range [1,5].
For example, for the total number of associative neurons
N ¼ 512,000 we selected three ON-neurons and five
OFF-neurons.
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The second round of experiments tested classification
accuracy for classifiers with various total number of
associative neurons, various combinations of distortions
for training and recognition and different number of
images in training and validation sets.

First, the total number of associative neurons N was
changed from 64,000 to 512,000. The results are presented
in Table 1. The amount of time needed for one run of
classifier coding, training and recognition with N ¼

512,000 is approximately 1min 40 s (65 s for coding, 34 s
for training and 1 s for recognition). Such computational
time is justified by the increase in the recognition rate and
allows practical utilization of the classifier with highest
recognition rate. We used N ¼ 512,000 in all subsequent
experiments.

Next, we performed experiments with different combina-
tions of distortions for training and recognition. The
results are presented in Table 2. It can be seen that
distortions used in training process have great impact on
the recognition rate that is no wonder if to take into
account that the use of distortions for training allows to
increase the size of training set nine times. Distortions used
for recognition also have significant positive impact on the
recognition rate.

Finally, we performed experiments with different num-
bers of images in the training and validation sets. The
results are presented in Table 3. It can be seen that even
in case of using only 2 images for training and 18

for recognition for each class, the LIRA_grayscale
neural classifier achieves a reasonable recognition rate of
84.42%.

5. Discussion

LIRA neural classifier was tested in the task of
texture recognition of mechanically treated metal surfaces.
The classifier does not use floating point or multiplica-
tion operations. This property combined with the classi-
fier’s parallel structure allows its implementation in low
cost, high-speed electronic devices. Sufficiently fast con-
vergence of the training process and high recognition
rate of 99.8% were obtained on the experimental image
database. There are quite a few methods that perform
well when the features used for the recognition are
obtained from a training set image that has the same
orientation, position and lighting conditions as the test
image, but as soon as orientation, position or lighting
conditions of the test image are changed the same
methods perform poorly. The usefulness of methods that
are not robust to such changes for practical application is
very limited. The proposed method works well indepen-
dently of the particular orientation and position. In this
regard the results obtained in experiments are very
promising.
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Table 1

Dependency of the recognition rate on the total number of associative

neurons

Number of

associative

neurons

Mean number of

errors for one run/

total number of

images in the

validation set for

one run

S.D. Confidence

interval

(95%)

Mean

recognition

rate (%)

64,000 0.34/40 0.48 [0.23, 0.45] 99.15

128,000 0.28/40 0.45 [0.17, 0.39] 99.3

256,000 0.18/40 0.39 [0.09, 0.27] 99.55

512,000 0.08/40 0.27 [0.02, 0.14] 99.8

Table 2

Dependency of the recognition rate on the distortions

Distortions Mean number of errors for

one run/total number of

images in the validation set

for one run

S.D. Confidence interval

(95%)

Mean recognition rate

(%)
Training Recognition

� � 25.74/40 3.57 [24.89,26.59] 35.65

� + 24.8/40 3.19 [24.04,25.56] 38.0

+ � 0.26/40 0.44 [0.16, 0.36] 99.35

+ + 0.08/40 0.27 [0.02, 0.14] 99.8

Table 3

Dependency of the recognition rate on the number of images in training

set

T/V a Mean number of

errors for one run/

total number of

images in the

validation set for

one run

S.D. Confidence

interval

(95%)

Mean

recognition

rate (%)

2/18 11.22/72 5.43 [9.93, 12.51] 84.42

4/16 2.46/64 3.11 [1.72, 3.2] 96.16

6/14 0.48/56 1.02 [0.24, 0.72] 99.14

8/12 0.1/48 0.36 [0.02, 0.19] 99.79

10/10 0.08/40 0.27 [0.02, 0.14] 99.8

aT is the size of the training set for each class, V is the size of the

validation set for each class.
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6. Conclusion

This paper continues the series of publications on
automation of microassembly processes [1,8].

The LIRA neural classifier is proposed for texture
recognition of mechanically treated metal surfaces. The
proposed approach does not require the use of a complex
mechanical sensor and is robust to changes in texture
position and orientation. It may be applied in systems that
have to recognize position and orientation of complex
work pieces in the task of assembly of micromechanical
devices as well as in surface quality inspection systems.

The performance of the proposed classifier was tested on
specially created image database in recognition of four
texture types that correspond to metal surfaces after
milling, polishing with sandpaper, turning with lathe and
polishing with file. The promising recognition rate of
99.8% was obtained.
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